《The Mysterious CEO》
Chapter 315 - Blast (Part-2)
In the span of two days, the lives of the Mo family and the Si family had been turned
upside down. They did not dare to catch a wink of sleep knowing that the enemy was
out there hiding in the dark, uncaught.
Since there were no traces of Li Juan, Mo Jiang's team declared her dead as Sun Choi
had confirmed that he had dropped Liu Juan at Juan's Villa and left from there after
Mo Jiang and Little Champ came back. 
It meant she was in Villa at the time of the blast.
Despite being in the grief of losing one member and seeing two members of the family
in danger, Mo Jinnan did not have time to care about anything. His shoulders were
slumped under the pressure of work because someone had leaked the information that
Mo Jiang had also died in the blast.
Instantly, the share prices of the Mo Corporation fell off instantly from a cliff.
Si Li had tried to suppress the news but losses had already occurred in the Mo
Corporation. Nevertheless, Mo Jun was still there to look after his son and grandson as
they both went into a coma and no one knew when they would wake up again.
"Elder Mo, we are here." Mo Jun's assistant informed him once he parked the car in
front of the hospital.

In a matter of two days, Mo Jun's hair had turned grey and he seemed to have aged all
of a sudden. He opened his eyes and there was a glint of tiredness and pain swimming
in his old experienced eyes.
It seemed to be yesterday when he and his sons were all happy and in the blink of an
eye, everything was now destroyed.
Juan Villa was their actual home where they laughed and lived happily together but
now it was gone.
Recalling Mo Jiang's condition, Mo Jun's eyes welled up.
"Elder Mo, you need to be strong." Mo Jun's assistant said softly as it was the first

time that he was seeing Mo Jun in tears.
Sniffingly back his unshed tears, Mo Jun calmed down his emotions. He could not
break down in this fatal situation.
"I am alright." Mo Jun said and walked into the hospital.
When Mo Jun reached there, he was surprised to see that there were no bodyguards
outside Mo Jiang's room. Immediately, he tensed up and walked inside the room. He
was stunned to see…
The room was empty and clean as if no one had lived here.
'Where is Mo Jiang?' He thought.
He walked outside to catch the sight of a doctor who was in the team to treat Mo
Jiang.
"Wait, Doctor. Where is my son?" Mo Jun asked; he was freaking out inwardly
already.
"Elder Mo, Mr. Mo got discharged this morning." The doctor informed him.
"Discharge? How is it possible? He was still in a coma! How can you discharge him
from the hospital? Who gave you that authority? I am his father. You should have
informed me first." Mo Jun fired up in anger upon hearing that Mo Jiang got
discharged.
How could it be possible?
And where was Mo Jiang now?
"We didn't want to give Mr. Mo discharge so early but it was Mr. Si who took him on
his word of giving him better treatment." The doctor explained.
Give Mo Jiang better treatment?
Why did Si Li not discuss it with him first?
After all, he was Mo Jiang's father.
There were so many questions raising in his head that he walked out from the hospital
without going to look for Little Champ.

…
Si Corporation.
'Bang.'
"Where is Mo Jiang? How dare you discharge him from the hospital without having a
word with me? I am his father. You can't make decisions for my son on your own.
Where is my son? Tell me!" Mo Jun barged into Si Li's office and demanded.
Mu Che, standing beside Si Li, was startled to see an angry Mo Jun while Si Li was
calm like a stream. He had already expected this reaction from Mo Jun and Mo Jinnan.
But more from Mo Jun.
"A father whose son could not entrust his son to you." Si Li said tauntingly.
Mo Jun's face immediately turned ugly. Mo Jun got to know that Mo Jiang had
entrusted Little Champ to Si Li before he went into a coma.
Mo Jun was really unhappy with this decision of Mo Jiang.
Little Champ was Mo Family's grandchild. How could Mo Jiang tell Si Li to be Little
Champ's father?
What did it mean?
Would Little Champ also change his surname from Mo to Si?
Exactly, this was what Si Li had planned but it could wait. Now the important thing
was for Little Champ to wake up.
Si Li did not know what kind of effect the bomb blast incident had on that kid.
"Si Li, don't go too far. One day or another, Mo Jiang will wake up and Little Champ
will be back to the Mo Family." Mo Jun said angrily.
"For that, it is important for Mo Jiang to be alive first."
"What does that mean?" Mo Jun asked with a frown.
"Sit." Si Li pointed to the couch.
Mo Jun gave a look and walked there to sit. Si Li also sat opposite him. Mu Che
quietly poured tea for them and left the room.

"Who do you think had planted the bomb in Juan Villa?" Si Li asked.
"I don't have any guesses yet. Mo Jiang's team is finding them." Mo Jun replied,
knowing that Mo Jiang's team canceled the partnership which Mo Jiang had created
with Si Li after confirming the alarm system created by Si Li failed to detect the bomb
inside Juan Villa.
If they could get the information about the bomb before the blast or at that time, Mo
Jiang and his family might have been alive.
Mo Jiang's men would reach Juan's Villa in a matter of seconds.
Mo Jiang's team had lost their supreme leader because of Si Li's inefficiency. So how
could they continue to work with him?
Absolutely, they couldn't!
But why was Si Li asking this question?
Mo Jun knew that even though Mo Jiang's team had decided to work solo, Si Li did
not stay back. He was also finding who had planted the bomb in Juan Villa.
Did he know who was the culprit behind the bomb blast?
"You know who is behind this bomb blast, don't you?" Mo Jun asked intriguingly.
"I am not sure about him." Si Li did not hide anything from Mo Jun as now only Mo
Jun would be useful to him to connect him with Mo Jiang's team.
Mo Jinnan did not know anything about Mo Jiang's underworld business, so he was
out of options.
Mo Jiang was his friend and Si Li owed him because it was his fault that his security
system did not work at the crucial time when Mo Jiang's family life was in danger.
It was his fault that Liu Juan was no more.
Nevertheless, what had happened had happened. He could not change the past but he
could make it up to Mo Jiang and Little Champ. Also to find out why his security
systems were not working. Si Li was sure the systems were perfectly alright. Someone
from inside must have made them detective but there was no proof to Si Li for it.
"Him? Who is this person?" Mo Jun asked.

"Markus. He is from the American Underworld and somehow related to Liu Juan." Si
Li revealed.
"Liu Juan? Was she from the American Underworld?" Mo Jun asked, obviously
shocked at the new revelations.
He thought that Liu Juan was from a middle-class family who only knew how to be
pampered by her husband.
Besides, truth to be told, Mo Jun would have never accepted her if she did not give
birth to Little Champ.
Now that he knew she might be from the American Underworld, Mo Jun did not have
any words left to say. But why did people from the American Underworld want to kill
Mo Jiang? Because of Liu Juan?
Mo Jun could not help but worry about his Mo Family. He knew he should not have
accepted that girl.
But did it matter anymore?
Mo Jiang had never considered his opinion regarding his marriage.
"That I don't know. Mo Jiang had never revealed much about her. But I have my
intuition that it is Markus's doing. So I have shifted Mo Jiang to another place where
he would be safe."
"Where?"
"That I can't tell you. I can't trust anyone. Mo Jiang will be back once he wakes up." Si
Li said.
"He is my son, you can't take him anywhere without my permission." Mo Jun said
angrily.
"I can and I did. Mo Jiang's friendship with me has always carried more value than his
relationship with you as a father. Don't try to cross me." Si Li warned him.

